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EIGHTH TENTER SCHOOL (1980) 

EPIREFLECTIVE SUBCATEGORIES OF CONVERGENCE SPACES 

R. Frifi and M. HuSek 

Although the category Conv of convergence spaces (objects 
âre closure spaces in which the closure operator (not necess
arily idempotent) is induced by means of converging sequences 
(we always suppose unique sequential limits), see [8 J, [9J, 
C2J, f4]| .and morphism3 are sequentially continuous mappings) 
seems to be very similar to the category CI of closure spaces 
(or Top of topological spaces); looking at special propbrtieo 
one can find important differences. Yfe shall look here at epi-
reflective subcategories (always full subcategories) of Conv, 
mainly generated by "classical" 3paces as sub-spaces of the . 
real line and the plane. 

First we shall recall general re3ulto for epireflective 
subcategories (see C6J) transformed to Conv; 

1. A subclass of Conv is bireflective iff it is productive 
and hereditary. 

2. A subclass of Conv is epireflective. iff it is productive 
and closed hereditary. 

3. Every class 6 in Conv is contained in the smallest bi
reflective clacs 6b = Ix| X is isomorphic to a subspace of 
7TE., E- * t } end in the smallest epireflective class 6^ = 
= {x| X is isomorphic to a closed cubcpace of TTE.., Ei6 6r• 
Note that the closure operator in TTE^ ic- induced by the 
oointv/ise convergence of sequences." Clearly, tQ c. t^ £ b = 

'm(V* .- • 
The elements of S. arc called £z^^2^±QlLI2^^-*&2*?5 

and the elements of fe are called ^iseguenlij^ly^^P-^l® 
spaces. If, fe consists of a single space E, then 6 is replaced 
by E. 
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Thp^re^ 1. Let XeConv. Then the following are equivalent: 

fi) Xe €b. 
(ii) A ceiuence <xn> converges to a point x in X iff the 

sequence <f--n> converges to fx in E for each morphicm 

f: X-*E, E«£. 

Theorcn ?. Let X 6 Conv. Then the following a^e equivalent: 
(i) X£fee. 

(ii)A sequence *^xn> converges in X iff the sequence <f*n> 
converges in E for t-ach norphism f: X—*E, Ee£# 

Conditions (ii) in the above theorems with 6 = fa] v,ere 
originally taken as definitions of sequential regularity 
(cf. £83) and sequential completeness (cf. £43), and allow 
generalisations of these notions for various clasrcs of naps, 
e.g., measures (£9j), sets of functions (£-ij). 

It con be proved that if X e ^ and f: X—*Y is the epi- ~ 
reflection cf X in £ , then f is an embedding which can be 
described as follows. 

ThP.ô -jn 1» Let X€-?b# If we., take the cpirefloction Z of X 
in £-conpact spaces in CI (i.e., homeomorphs of closed sub-
spaces of products fromfi)j then the smallest sequentially 
closed subset of Z containing X and endowed with the sequen
tial closure is the epireflection of X in 6Q. 

Thus, e.g., if E is a metrizable space,, then the epire-r 

flection cf X in E Q can be. obtained via the E-compactification 

fei cf X (hence via /*X or vX if E = I or E = R, cf. £73, £ll, 

£23). 

Clearly, tho class f of all singletons•is the smallest bl-
rcflcctive cr epireflective class in Conv; this clacs is not 
interesting. 

Denote by D the discrete two-point space. 
Observation. There is no bireflectivc class in Ccnv strict

ly in between P and Db- There is no epireflective clacs in 
Conv strictly in between f and D @. Clearly, £ b = D b iff 6 
consists of D-sequentially regular spaces and t contains at 
least one nondegenorate space. 
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If 3 <= R, then E < Dfe iff E is O-dimensional in the topo
logical sense, i.e., E contains no nondegenerate interval. 
If E contains such an interval, then it follows from £2 J that 
E-sequential regularity dde3 . .not depend on the form of the 
interval (i.e., whether it is closed, open or half-open). 
Also, fpr E <r R we have' E « D e iff Ee?Db, Thus we have the 
following result. 

Theorem 4. Let E <-= R, card E > 1. Then E b coincides either 
with D b or Rfe and, similarly, EQ coincides either with DQ or RQ. 

Thus, in Conv the situation is different from the situation 

in CI or Top, where subspaces D, N, ItU{[2nf 2n+ljJ and R 

(and no other) of the real line generate -nontrivial different 

epireflective classes. For bireflective classes, of course, 

the situation is the same as in Conv, i.e., only tv/o nontrivial 

different classes (generated by D and R) exist. 

We can express the above situation by means of the follow

ing relations: we write E<t*F if Efe = F̂ ', resp. Ef F if E e = F . 

Clearly, Ej>F implies'Ef»F. Then Theorem 4 asserts that E,Fc R 

and E ^ P imply Ef F. 

Note (cf • [33) that there is a D-sequentially regular space 
such that its epireflection in RQ is not D-sequentially regu
lar,' i.e., the situation here is similar to that in Top. 

In Top it was proved first by P. Nyikos that realcompact 
O-dimensional spaces do not coincide with N-compact spaces. 
In Conv the corresponding problem is still open. 

Froblen 1. Does"there exist a D-sequentially regular space 
which is R-cequentially complete but fails to be D-sequen
tially complete? 

Let X be a realcompact O-dimensional space. Then (cf. £2]) 
the associated convergence space (i.e., the set X equipped 
with the closure operator induced by means of convergent se
quences in the topological space x) is D-sequentially regular 
and R-sequentrially complete. However, to solve ihe above 
problem, one cannot yise spaces similar to those used by 
P. Nyikos (flO"I) or E. Pol (ZllJ) because of the following 
fact. 
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Theorem 5. Let X be a sequential realcompact O-dimensiorial 

topological space. Then the associated convergence space i3 

D-sequentially complete. 

Froof. Suppose that a sequence <"x^> does not converge in X. 

If <-*n> fra3 more than one accumulation point, then any two 

of these accumulation'points can be separated by a continuous 

function f: X—>B. Thus the sequence <fx > dpes not converge 

in D. If <xn> has at most one accumulation point, then there 

is a subsequence <yp> of <x n^ such that U(y J) is a closed 

discrete infinite subset of X. Then there is a continuous 

function g: X—*R such that the sequence < g y > is unbounded 

(otherwise U(y^) would be compact) and hence there is a sub

sequence <z„> of <y„> which is uniformly discrete. Consccuent-
XI . Zl . " 

ly, subsequences < z 2 > and <s2n+-j> of <x > can be separated 
by a continuous function f: X—-»D and the sequence < f x > does 
not converge in D, 

The situation for subspace3 of the plane is different; 
they generate infinitely many different epireflective classes. 

2 ° Theorem g; There are subspaces F^ of R , Ue 2" , such that 
T^ is not T^-sequentially regular for rf ?fl. 

Proof. One can tike for F^ the spaces constructed in £53• 

Thus we have 2 2 incomparable epireflective classes gene

rated by subspaces of the plane,.The same spaces P^ from.[53 • 

can be used to show that,unlike in R,ther6 are spaces E,P<-=R 

such that E^P, E non^ P. 
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